Description
The TIDA-01102 implements 16 inductive touch buttons on a stainless steel panel for modern HMI applications. The inductive touch solution can reliably operate in environments that have dirt, moisture, oil, or varying temperatures that pose issues for alternate sensing technologies. This solution describes the ideal replacement for commonly used mechanical buttons with moving parts and provides a more robust contactless solution to buttons with higher reliability and longer lifetimes.

Features
• Replaces Mechanical Buttons With Non-Moving Inductive Touch Buttons on a Flat Metal Surface
• One Continuous Sheet of Metal Provides Natural Seal Against Environment and Can be Grounded or Left Floating for Enhanced System Flexibility
• Works With Gloves, Underwater (If Sealed), and in Harsh Environments Such as Rain, Ice, Dirt, or Oil Enabling Waterproof and IP67 Buttons
• Can be Used for Simple On/Off Buttons or for Force-Dependent Button Applications
• Metal Deflection Measurement Accuracy < 1 µm
• Designed to Help Designers Meet CISPR 22 and CISPR 24 EMC Standards

Applications
• Industrial and White Goods: Refrigerator, Range Hoods, Dishwashers, Microwave Ovens, Washing Machines, Thermostat, Weigh Scales, EPOS/POS, Dryers, Coffee Machines, Blenders, and Mixers
• Automotive HMI: Mechanical Switch Alternative for Control Panels And Faceplates in Center Stack and Steering Wheels, Touch Force Sensing of Multi-Functional Displays (LDC1614-Q1 available)
• Consumer: Printers, Mobile Devices, Speakers, Smart Watches, and Wearables

An IMPORTANT NOTICE at the end of this TI reference design addresses authorized use, intellectual property matters and other important disclaimers and information.
1 System Overview

Today, keypads are predominantly implemented using mechanical and electrical contact-based systems. These systems are prone to mechanical failure breaking down and consequently require expensive replacements over their lifetimes due to moving parts and dependence on electrical contact.

Inductive sensing is a contactless sensing technology that offers a more durable keypad implementation. Furthermore, this technology is extremely resistant to harsh environments and eases design of water resistance and dirt proof implementations. Using a standard 0.6-mm thick sheet of stainless steel 304, the 16-button keypad offers a low-cost, robust, and scalable keypad implementation that can be used in various industrial, consumer, and automotive applications.

To learn more about inductive sensing, go to www.ti.com/LDC.

1.1 System Description

The 16-button keypad is an example of inductive touch buttons using TI’s LDC1614 inductance-to-digital converter (LDC). Inductive touch buttons can be created using a metal sheet and high-resolution LDC, such as the LDC1614. The LDC detects the microscopic metal deflections that occur when the button is pressed. Figure 1 shows a simplified system diagram of a touch-on-metal implementation of an inductive touch button. When even a light force is applied to a button, the inner surface of the metal sheet deflects towards the PCB sensor. The metal sheet does not contact the sensors but the small amount of deflection from the press causes a shift in the sensor inductance that can be detected by the LDC and then interpreted as a button press by a microcontroller (MCU). The MCU then triggers button acknowledgment through haptic vibration, audible beeping, and LED illumination to give the user an indication of a valid button press. For more information on inductive touch, see the Inductive Sensing Touch-On-Metal Buttons Design Guide[1].

![Figure 1. Inductive Touch Diagram](image-url)
1.2 Key System Specifications

The 16-button keypad consists of a flat sheet of metal attached to an inductive sensing board with standalone user feedback through haptic vibration, audible beeps, and visual LED illumination to indicate which button has been pressed to support GUI-less operation. The key specifications include the following:

**Table 1. Key Mechanical System Specifications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>SPECIFICATIONS</th>
<th>DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical dimensions</td>
<td>1028.7 × 1028.7 × 0.6 mm</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal panel material</td>
<td>304 annealed stainless steel, #4 finish</td>
<td>Section 2.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of buttons</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Button diameter</td>
<td>20.7 mm</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Button center-to-center spacing</td>
<td>35.4 mm</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indication of button location</td>
<td>Etched pattern with paint fill on metal faceplate</td>
<td>Section 2.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of etching prior to paint fill</td>
<td>0.2 mm</td>
<td>Section 2.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of etching with paint fill</td>
<td>0.089 mm</td>
<td>Section 2.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledgment of button press</td>
<td>Provided by haptic vibration, audio beeper, and LED</td>
<td>Section 2.4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate force to actuate button</td>
<td>1.5 N (150 g); software adjustable</td>
<td>Section 2.4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simultaneous key press</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Key Inductive Sensor Specifications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>SPECIFICATIONS</th>
<th>DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inductive sensing product</td>
<td>LDC1614</td>
<td>Section 1.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keypad scan rate</td>
<td>33 Hz</td>
<td>Section 2.3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacer thickness (Sensor coil to metal surface spacing)</td>
<td>0.4 mm</td>
<td>Section 2.1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor coil diameter</td>
<td>16 mm</td>
<td>Section 2.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor coil trace width and trace spacing</td>
<td>0.127 mm (5 mils)</td>
<td>Section 2.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sensor coil layers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Section 2.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor coil inductance (free space)</td>
<td>21 µH</td>
<td>Section 2.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor coil inductance (installed in system)</td>
<td>8 µH</td>
<td>Section 2.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor capacitance</td>
<td>1000 pF</td>
<td>Section 2.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor operating frequency (installed in system)</td>
<td>1.78 MHz</td>
<td>Section 2.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Q factor (installed in system)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Section 2.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Amplitude (installed in system)</td>
<td>500 mVpk</td>
<td>Section 2.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply</td>
<td>5 V (from USB)</td>
<td>Section 1.4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designed to enable meeting EMC standards</td>
<td>CISPR 22 and CISPR 24</td>
<td>Section 2.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Section 2.2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.3 Block Diagram

Figure 2. System Block Diagram
1.4 Highlighted Products

1.4.1 LDC1614 Inductance-to-Digital Converter

The LDC1614 is a four-channel, 28-bit inductance-to-digital converter. An internal multiplexer connects the sensor driver to one of the four channels per the register settings. In the keypad demo, each channel is connected to a 1:4 MUX so that 16 buttons can be realized. The converter is set to the continuous conversion mode and put into sleep during the MUX transitions. An external 40-MHz oscillator is used for improved accuracy to detect sub-micrometer changes in metal deflection. The LDC1614 is also available as a AEC-Q100 Grade 1 automotive qualified version, which is the LDC1614-Q1.

![Figure 3. LDC1614 Functional Block Diagram](image)

1.4.2 TS3A5017 Analog Multiplexer

The TS3A5017 device is a dual single-pole quadruple-throw (4:1) analog MUX. The device is bidirectional and has 165 MHz of bandwidth, which is sufficient to maintain stable oscillation from the LDC1614.

![Figure 4. TS3A5017 Functional Block Diagram](image)
1.4.3 DRV2605 Haptic Driver

The DRV2605 is a compact, haptic driver designed for linear resonant actuators (LRA) and eccentric rotating mass (ERM) motors. The DRV2605 provides flexible haptic feedback control over the I²C interface.

1.4.4 MSP430F5528 MCU

An MSP430™ MCU provides the processing for the LDC1614 to determine when a button was pressed. It also serves as a bridge between the LDC1614 and the USB port when data logging is desired.

1.4.5 LP2985 Low Dropout Regulator

The LP2985 low-dropout linear regulator is used to step down the 5-V USB power to the 3.3 V used by the LDC1614 and the MSP430.

1.4.6 TPD4E004 ESD Protection

To protect the demo board circuit from possible ESD surge through the USB interface, the demo board uses a TPD4E004, an ESD protection device for high-speed data lines. Note that a grounded metal target surface will also provide a high level of ESD protection against the external environment.
2 System Design Theory

In order to construct an inductive touch system with the optimal performance, consider the following:

1. Mechanical system design: The metal properties such as thickness, material type, quantity of buttons, size, shape, and arrangement of buttons as well as the optimal target-to-sensor spacing can influence the response of the system. Additionally, the rigidity of the standoffs, back stiffener, and mounting techniques will affect the response.

2. Sensor design: Best practice to LDC sensor design and shape is to ensure that the LDC can detect microscopic deflections in metal.

3. Other considerations include sampling rate, multiplexing multiple buttons, power consumption, detection algorithms to automatically adjust for long-term drift or permanent mechanical changes, and EMI.

Figure 5. System Functional Diagram
2.1 Mechanical System Design

2.1.1 Button Design

The shape and style of the metal button varies from application to application and can influence not only the look and feel, but the amount of force required to actuate the button. Simple shapes like circular buttons and rectangular buttons are a good starting point because the deflection can be easily calculated for a given force, while more complex button styles may require advanced simulations to accurately determine the metal deflection. For circular buttons, larger diameters require less force to deflect the metal, while for rectangular buttons the narrower dimension sets force versus deflection. Forces on the button can be thought of as either a uniform load distributed across the surface or a concentrated load such as the tip of a finger. In this design guide, force is evaluated with a concentrated loading condition as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Common Button Shapes and Load Conditions](image)

2.1.2 Metal Properties

For a detailed discussion on how metal type, thickness, and button diameter affect the amount of deflection for a given force, see the "Mechanical System Design" section of the Inductive Sensing Touch-On-Metal Buttons Design Guide[1]. The key material specifications for this TI Design are shown in Table 3.

### Table 3. Metal Panel Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metal material</td>
<td>Stainless Steel 304 #4 finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young's modulus</td>
<td>197 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson ratio</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>0.6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Button shape</td>
<td>Circular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Button diameter</td>
<td>20.7 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indication of button location</td>
<td>Etched pattern with paint fill on metal faceplate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of etching prior to paint fill</td>
<td>0.2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of etching with paint fill</td>
<td>0.089 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity</td>
<td>$1.37 \times 10^6$ Siemens/m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 2.1.3 Designing Button Press Force for Natural Feel

When designing a button, the button shape, metal type, and metal thickness determine how much force is required to deflect the metal by a sufficient amount. A typical mechanical button, such as those implemented with snap domes, may require anywhere between 5 to 8 N of force to actuate the button. Buttons with non-moving parts such as capacitive touch screens are typically pressed with a much lighter touch. This concept is the same for inductive touch applications where non-moving button with a force of 0.5 to 2 N provides a more natural button feel. This reference design was calculated to achieve 0.28 µm of deflection with a force of 0.5 N, which is easily detectable by the LDC1614 with proper sensor design. The calculations can be performed with the "Metal Deflection" calculator tab from the LDC tools spreadsheet[5]. The input parameters and calculation outputs used for this TI Design are shown in Table 4.

#### Table 4. Input Parameters and Calculation Outputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BUTTON DIMENSIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2×a₀</td>
<td>Button diameter (circular button)</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>Material thickness</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mat</td>
<td>Button material (304 stainless steel)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Young’s Modulus for selected material</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ν</td>
<td>Poisson ratio for selected material</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUTTON FORCE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>force</td>
<td>Type of button force (concentrated)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Force magnitude</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wmax</td>
<td>Deflection at button center</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>µm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that for inductive touch applications, the amount of deflection per given force is linear as shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Force versus Deflection for TIDA-01102](image-url)
The amount of deflection can also be verified by simulation as shown in Figure 8 where a 0.5-N force corresponds to a peak deflection of 0.27 µm.

2.1.4 Importance of Controlling Sensor-to-Metal Distance

For a robust interface, it is necessary to control the distance between the sensor and the target so that random movements are not interpreted as a button press. Figure 9 shows how sensors are mounted onto the inside surface so that only touch forces cause a deflection towards the sensor while any other forces will not produce an effective deflection towards the sensor.

Additionally, for large metal surfaces or where buttons need to be placed close to one another, mechanical crosstalk may exist and should be reduced as much as possible to prevent false detections. Adding standoffs between buttons provides mechanical isolation between the buttons so that only a force above the intended button is detected. The standoffs should be as rigid as possible and can be made of FR4, plastic, or recesses right above the sensor in the metal surface. For more information, see the "Mounting Techniques" section of the Inductive Sensing Touch-On-Metal Buttons Design Guide[1]. The TIDA-01102 uses an FR4 standoff epoxied to the sensor PCB by the board manufacturer using the same flow as a standard FR4 PCB. This concept is known as an integrated spacer and greatly improves the consistency of the mechanical performance of the system.
2.1.5 Adding Stiffeners for Structural Rigidity

A system with large metal surfaces may bend in undesired places on the surface when pressed. A stiffener can be added behind the structure to provide mechanical support, but it should not cover the sensor PCB directly underneath the buttons to prevent inconsistencies in the amount of force required to press a given button. For example, when a button is pressed with a lot of force, if the adhesive is placed directly underneath the button, the adhesive will compress and take some time to recover back to its original thickness. During the recovery time, the adhesive will pull the sensor coil away from the metal such that the spacing between the sensor and metal surface will be further away than the nominal height. This added separation requires more force from the user to achieve the same metal-to-sensor spacing to trigger the button as the previous press. A recommended stiffener needs cutouts beneath the buttons to prevent the stiffener from unintentionally triggering a button press. Alternatively, the cutouts can be made in the adhesive between the stiffener and the sensor PCB. The TIDA-01102 design uses a double sided PSA, 9492MP made from 3M, which allows custom patterns to be cutout during manufacturing.

2.1.6 Full Mechanical Stackup

A robust inductive touch system requires a stable mechanical assembly, which starts with the mechanical stackup. Figure 10 shows the mechanical stackup for the TIDA-01102 reference design.

![Figure 10. Mechanical Stackup for TIDA-01102](image-url)

1. Stainless Steel, type 304, annealed, finished #4, thickness 0.61mm
2. Double-sided PSA with microchannels, 3M 367MC, thickness 0.05mm
3. Spacer, FR4, thickness 0.4mm
4. Epoxy, thickness 0.01mm
5. Sensor PCB, FR4, 4-copper layers, 1.6mm
6. Double-sided PSA with button cutouts, 3M 9492MP, thickness 0.06mm
7. Stiffener, FR4, 1.6mm

Total thickness = 4.33mm
2.2 Sensor Design

2.2.1 Key Sensor Characteristics

For inductive touch applications, the LC resonator is formed with a multi-layer PCB spiral inductor and parallel capacitor. A simplified PCB spiral coil with the important terminology is shown in Figure 11.

![Figure 11. PCB Coil Parameters](image)

The size and shape of the coil relative to the button geometry has a large influence on the response of the system. For a detailed discussion on the key sensor characteristics for Inductive Touch applications, see the "Sensor Design" section of the Inductive Sensing Touch-On-Metal Buttons Design Guide[1]. The TIDA-01102 has the following sensor characteristics shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outer coil diameter ( (d_{OUT}) )</td>
<td>16 mm (630 mils)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner coil diameter ( (d_{IN}) )</td>
<td>0.762 mm (30 mils)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of trace ( (W) )</td>
<td>0.127 mm (5 mils)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing between traces ( (S) )</td>
<td>0.127 mm (5 mils)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sensor coil turns</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sensor coil layers</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric thickness (Layer 1 to Layer 2 thickness)</td>
<td>0.127 mm (5 mils)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor coil inductance (free space)</td>
<td>21 µH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor coil inductance (installed in system)</td>
<td>8 µH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor capacitance</td>
<td>1000 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor operating frequency (installed in system)</td>
<td>1.78 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Q factor (installed in system)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor amplitude (installed in system)</td>
<td>500 mVpk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.2 Grounded or Ungrounded Metal Panels

An inductive touch system may have a metal surface that is connected to circuit ground or left floating, which is common in many applications. While a grounded connection provides excellent immunity against ESD events and capacitive coupling, a floating metal panel may be required for safety reasons. Both configurations are supported by an LDC-based solution, but ungrounded metal panels may have a capacitive effect with an approaching hand, which decreases the frequency as the user approaches or worse increases the frequency as the hand is removed, potentially triggering a false button press. This effect can be modeled as shown in Figure 12.

![Diagram of capacitive effect of floating metal surface](image)

Figure 12. Capacitive Effect of Floating Metal Surface

The capacitive effect is undesirable and can be mitigated by increasing the sensor capacitance such that the capacitor formed by the LC tank is the dominant source of capacitance. A value of 1000 pF was chosen for this reference design, which is large enough to dampen the capacitive effect of an approaching hand while still providing a Q factor of greater than 5, which is recommended for noise immunity. Additionally, the unused surface area of the sensor PCB is filled with ground copper to form an AC grounded connection to the metal plate, which further reduces any unwanted capacitive effects in the system. The additional capacitance can be approximated with a simple parallel plate capacitor formula:

\[
C_G = \frac{\varepsilon_0 \times \varepsilon_r \times A}{d}
\]

Where:

- \(C_G\) is the additional capacitance to ground from the ground copper pour on the top layer of the PCB
- \(\varepsilon_0\) is the dielectric constant in free space approximately \(8.854 \times 10^{-12}\) F/m
- \(\varepsilon_r\) is the dielectric constant of the FR4 spacer, approximately equal to 4.1
- \(A\) is the total surface area of the copper pour with sensor cutouts considered, which is approximately \(0.005\ m^2\) (Note the diameter of the sensor cutouts is \(0.0207\ m\))
- \(d\) is the thickness of the FR4 spacer, equal to \(0.0004\ m\)

For this reference design, based on the dielectric thickness, the surface area is approximately 450 pF, which further enhances the robustness against capacitive effects.
### 2.2.3 Guidelines for Remote Sensors

For many inductive touch systems it is difficult to place the LDC directly next to sensors, which results in long trace lengths. It is generally recommended to keep the trace lengths as short as possible to avoid poor Q factor, inductance dividers, or transmission line effects, which can hurt EMI performance. When long traces must be used, one technique to mitigate the transmission line effect is to add additional capacitors close to the device to act as an EMI filter. For this reference design, the 900 pF is placed next to the sensor for the primary LC oscillation path and 220 pF near the device for EMI filtering.

### 2.3 Sampling and Data Collection

When the LDC1614 is collecting data, the sensor input channels are time domain multiplexed so that only one channel is active at any given time. The length of time for a single channel to complete a conversion is called conversion time \( t_{Cx} \) and can be adjusted with the CHx_RCOUNT register. Find more information on page 13 of the LDC1614 datasheet (SNOSCY9).

The conversion time can be directly calculated with Equation 2:

\[
t_{Cx} = \frac{(\text{CHx}_x\_\text{RCOUNT} \times 16 + 4)}{f_{\text{REFx}}}
\]

(2)

Where:
- \( t_{Cx} \) is the conversion time for a given channel \( x \)
- \( \text{CHx}_x\_\text{RCOUNT} \) is the decimal value of the RCOUNT register for a given channel \( x \)
- \( f_{\text{REFx}} \) is the reference frequency for a given channel \( x \)

A full scan is complete once all four channels have finished their respective conversions, taking a total time known as \( t_{\text{SCAN}} \). Once a scan is complete, the DATA_MSB_CHx and DATA_LSB_CHx registers are updated and the INTB pin is asserted to alert the MCU that new data is available. Once the data has been read by the MCU, the INTB flag is deasserted and the sampling process continues as shown in Figure 13.

![Figure 13. LDC1614 Scanning and Data Ready Timing Diagram](image)

Note that the next conversion begins immediately after the INTB is asserted and is not gated by the MCU reading the data. The INTB function can be enabled by setting CONFIG.INTB_DIS to 0.

When all four channels are set to the same conversion time \( t_{Cx} \), the total time it takes for a single LDC1614 to scan all four channels \( t_{\text{SCAN}} \) can be approximated as simply \( 4 \times t_{Cx} \). The switching delay between channels is less than 1 \( \mu \)s and is considered negligible for this computation.
2.3.1 Inductive Touch Implementation for More Than Four Buttons

Inductive touch applications with four or less buttons can be easily implemented with a single LDC1614 device. When the number of buttons exceeds four, the designer has the option to use multiple LDC1614 devices or a single LDC1614 device plus analog multiplexers (MUX) such as the TS3A5017. While there are advantages for both, systems that employ the multiple LDC approach have better performance due to less parasitic capacitances and faster sampling rate, but require multiple I^2C lines for device communication or an I^2C MUX if more than two LDC devices are used.

2.3.2 Data Collection Approach With Multiple LDCs

The LDC1614 features an I^2C interface with two available addresses that can be configured as either 0x2A or 0x2B by setting the ADDR pin low or high, respectively. In order to implement a system with 16 buttons that uses four LDC1614 devices an MCU with two I^2C interfaces such as the MSP430F5528 or an I^2C MUX is required for communication with all four LDC1614 devices.

For the fastest scan rate, all LDC1614 devices can be set for channel sequence mode such that each device is taking a measurement in parallel, which results in a total scan time of 4 \times t_{C_x}. For example, if t_{C_x} is set to 1 ms, then the total scan time for all 16 buttons is 4 ms as shown in Figure 14.

![Figure 14. Scan Diagram With Four LDC1614 Devices Approach](image)

When implementing this technique, it is recommended to set the nominal sensor frequencies of each LDC group at least 10% apart from other adjacent LDC groups to avoid an increase in noise due to sensor-to-sensor coupling. Note that for a given LDC group, the sensor inputs are time domain multiplexed so all four sensors in the same LDC group can be set to the same nominal frequency. A bench check showed that 10% separation between LDC groups is sufficient to avoid an increase in noise. When all the frequencies were set equal and two adjacent coils were active at the same time, then the peak noise increased by a factor of 3.
2.3.3 Data Collection Approach With Single LDC and Analog MUXes

One alternative method towards implementing a 16-button inductive touch interface is to use a single LDC1614 with four TS3A5017 analog MUXes. Only a single \textit{I\textsuperscript{2}C} interface is needed for the LDC and 8 GPIOs to control the MUXes, which enables the use of low-cost MCUs. However, using MUXes in the sensor path adds additional parasitic capacitances that now contributes to the system, reduces the \textit{Q} factor of the sensor, and increases overall system noise. Additionally, as each LDC1614 channels now services four buttons instead of one button, it takes approximately four times as long for a single scan cycle for the entire array of 16 buttons.

This TIDA-01102 reference design uses a single LDC1614 device and four TS3A5017 devices to demonstrate the feasibility of a single \textit{I\textsuperscript{2}C} interface and to show the performance can be very robust with sufficient response time to be used in HMI button applications. With this approach, the data collection is done as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Data Collection Flow Chart for Single LDC1614 Device and Four TS3A5017 Devices
This process is visualized in Figure 16, where it takes four complete scans (denoted by the different colors) of the LDC to complete capturing data for all 16 buttons. For a 1-ms conversion time per channel, the total time required is 16 ms. Note that the I2C read and write times using a 400-kHz I2C clock are less than 1 ms and are ignored for the purposes of this approximation.

Figure 16. Scan Diagram With Single LDC1614 and Four MUX Approach

2.3.4 User Experience and Latency

For the best user experience, there should be no detectable delay between when the user presses the button and when it was registered and acknowledged. The average person cannot easily press a button more than 15 times per second. Therefore, a system that scans all 16 buttons at twice this rate, or 30 times per second, is sufficient to never miss a button press.

The TIDA-01102 uses a 40-MHz external oscillator for the reference frequency with a divider setting of 1, such that fREFx is equal to 40 MHz for all channels. Each channel is set for a 1-ms conversion time, which translates to an RCOUNT setting of 09C3 in hex. There is a trade-off between conversion speed and resolution, so choosing this number in the design can be an iterative process. For more information, see the application note Optimizing L Measurement Resolution for the LDC161x and LDC1101[4].

The additional time it takes for I2C reads and writes as well as the sequencing of the MUXes adds a negligible amount of latency (typically a few microseconds); however, the TIDA-01102 design uses RTOS framework to make the code compatible with any MCU, but introduces a significant amount of overhead delay. The overhead of the RTOS in this TI Design is 14 ms, which drops the effective sampling rate down to 30 ms. If a higher sampling rate is required, the RTOS can be removed for an optimized sample rate of 16 ms.
2.4 Sensor Data Processing

The LDC1614 records the raw frequency shift from the moving metal and sends this data in the form of a 28-bit value to the MCU. The MCU analyzes the data and determines if a button has been pressed. A simplified processing algorithm is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Simplified Algorithm Flow Chart
2.4.1 Baseline Tracking

As the LDC is sampling, environmental factors such as temperature change can cause the sensor frequency to drift. These changes in frequency are undesired but are typically much slower than the frequency shift due to a button press and can therefore be easily compensated for. A simple moving average is implemented on the raw data by the MCU to track the slow frequency drifts that may exist in the system. This value can be subtracted from the raw data on all channels to provide only the relative frequency shifts from a button press. This concept is known as baseline tracking. Additionally, the use of a baseline tracking algorithm removes the need for any factory calibration. A simplified flow chart of baseline tracking used in TIDA-01102 is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Baseline Tracking
While baseline tracking is important for a robust inductive touch system, it should be temporarily paused in some cases. For example, a long button press with baseline tracking enabled will eventually decay enough that it turns off the button as shown in Figure 19.

This decay can be remedied by implementing a baseline tracking pause during a button press event as shown in Figure 20.

**Figure 19. Button Response With No Baseline Tracking Pause**

**Figure 20. Button Response With Baseline Tracking Pause Enabled**
2.4.2 Hysteresis

A user will often press a button with an inconsistent amount of force, which could cause the output to flicker on and off if a fixed threshold is used. This flicker can be remedied by adding hysteresis for the button detection threshold so that there is a different value for switch ON and switch OFF thresholds. An example of hysteresis being used to prevent such force variations near the switching threshold is shown in Figure 21.

![Figure 21. Hysteresis on Button Threshold Prevents Flickering Output State](image)

2.4.3 Threshold Setting

In order to determine the minimum threshold setting that can be supported, look at the peak noise in the system, which requires a fully assembled prototype. This concept is known as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); for inductive touch applications, it is typically recommended to have an SNR > 10. More information can be found in the Inductive Sensing Touch-On-Metal Buttons Design Guide[1].

2.4.4 Button Acknowledgment

Once the MCU detects a value from the LDC that crosses the threshold setting, the MCU can then toggle the LEDs, haptics, and audio beeper to alert the user that a button has been pressed. In this way, pressing a button feels very natural and the user can clearly detect that this button press has been acknowledged.
3 Getting Started Hardware and Software

3.1 Integrated PCB Spacer

The sensor PCB and the spacer can be manufactured together with an epoxy as shown in Figure 22.

![Figure 22. Integrated PCB Spacer](image)

Manufacturing the sensor PCB and spacer is the recommended method to simplify the assembly process as well as enhance the performance for flat metal panels; however, other systems may mill out holes into the metal (see the "Mounting Techniques" section of the Inductive Sensing Touch-On-Metal Buttons Design Guide[1]). Many PCB manufacturers will accommodate this extra step and ship a fully assembled sensor PCB with integrated spacer. It is important that no components be placed on the top layer; otherwise, this may interfere with the pick-and-place machine during the assembly process. It is also important to include non-plated holes through both the spacer and the sensor PCB are added so that any air pockets that may form during the assembly process can be alleviated through the holes.
### 3.2 Applying Pressure-Sensitive Adhesive (PSA)

A double-sided PSA is the preferred method for joining the individual pieces in an inductive touch system due to its durability and ease of application. It is recommended to apply the PSA to the underside of the metal plate as well as the top side of the stiffener. Before application, inspect the metal panel and stiffener for bumps or large uneven surfaces spots. A flat and even surface is critical to ensuring reliable performance. The surface of the metal should also be cleaned and dried before applying a laminate. A PSA such as 3M 467MC is selected for the adhesive due to its excellent bonding abilities and micro-channels to prevent air bubbles from building up. The laminate can be applied with a roller as shown in Figure 23.

![Figure 23. Lamination Technique](image)

It is important the roller does not have a concave, convex, or canted surface; these defects cause problems such as poor adhesion, adhesive picking, lifting, wrinkling, trapped air bubbles, or web steering difficulty. The roller should be smooth, clean, parallel, and properly adjusted for pressure as shown in Figure 24. For more information, see the application note, *Lamination Techniques for Converters of Laminating Adhesives* (http://multimedia.3m.com/mws/media/131108O/lamination-techniques-for-converters-of-laminating-adhesives.pdf).

![Figure 24. Parallel Roller Implementation](image)
3.3 Mechanical Assembly Sequence

The assembly of the TIDA-01102 requires three individual pieces: a stainless steel panel with 467MC pre-applied, a sensor PCB with integrated spacer, and an FR4 stiffener with 9492MP pre-applied. These three pieces are shown in Figure 25, Figure 26, and Figure 27, respectively.

![Stainless Steel Panel With 467MC Pre-Applied](image1)

Figure 25. Stainless Steel Panel With 467MC Pre-Applied (Front and Back)

![Sensor PCB With Integrated Spacer](image2)

Figure 26. Sensor PCB With Integrated Spacer (Front and Back)
Assembly is performed in the following sequence:

1. For all three pieces shown in Figure 25, Figure 26, and Figure 27, thoroughly clean, expose adhesive, and inspect for defects. Stray dirt and other particles can build up and cause false triggers when fully assembled.

2. Peel the sticker off the 467MC PSA that is pre-installed on the stainless steel metal plate.

3. Align the metal panel to the sensor PCB with integrated spacer. Note that the metal plate is slightly larger than the sensor PCB on all sides in case there are burrs on the edges of the metal panel from the cutting process. An overhang of 0.025" should be ensured on each side to prevent burrs from touching the PCB.

4. Peel the sticker off the 9492MP PSA that is pre-installed on the FR4 stiffener.

5. Align the stiffener to the sensor PCB and compress the whole structure. If sufficient force, temperature, or duration of compression is not applied, then there may be uneven mounting problems or air bubbles that result in mechanical crosstalk or false touches. It is best to consult with the manufacturer of the PSA for the recommended force, temperature, and time requirements. For the materials used in the TIDA-01102, 15 lbs per square inch for 3 seconds at room temperature is recommended for permanent adhesion.
With all three pieces aligned and pressed together, the TIDA-01102 resembles Figure 29.

Figure 29. TIDA-01102 After Assembly (Front and Back)

Figure 30 shows the location of the PCB spacer cutouts relative to the surface overlay.

Figure 30. PCB Spacer Cutouts Relative to Surface Overlay
One advanced technique to improve the assembly process is to use a heat press. Heat reduces both the required force and duration of compression to create a permanent bond. Consult with a PSA manufacturer such as 3M for the recommendations for a specific material. Figure 31 shows an example of a heat compression technique to evenly compress the surface of the TIDA-01102 reference design to reduce the amount of force during assembly.

Figure 31. Example Compression Technique Using Heat Press
4 Testing and Results

With a fully assembled and programmed system, the TIDA-01102 is subjected to a variety of tests to check the performance and reliability.

4.1 Raw Data versus Force

One of the key specifications for a button panel is how much force is required to trigger a button press and the lightest reliable force that can be detected. As shown in Figure 32, an analog force gauge with output in Newtons is used to press the metal surface at the indicated button locations of the TIDA-01102 and correlate the output readings to known forces. The TIDA-01102 reference design is connected to the computer through the USB cable, which is running the GUI for data streaming and data logging during the testing to record the data for analysis.

![Figure 32. Test Setup With Newton Meter to Check TIDA-01102 Response to Known Forces](image-url)
The analog force gauge has a rubber tip that acts like a concentrated load, similar to the tip of a finger. During this test, button 8 was pressed directly in the center of the button overlay, as shown in Figure 33.

Figure 33. Button Press Location With Concentrated Load

With the TIDA-01102 powered on and connected to the GUI for data streaming, varying amounts of force were applied to button 8 and the response was recorded on all channels, as shown in Figure 34.

Figure 34. TIDA-01102 Output Response With 2-, 4-, 8-, and 16-N Force
The results are recorded in the time domain where the x-axis is real time samples and y-axis is the processed output using the algorithms outlined in Section 2.4. The data shows a very clear and repeatable signal above the noise floor and almost no positive crosstalk. Some negative crosstalk occurs for very strong button presses, which indicates that the surrounding metal is rising similar to a teeter totter as shown in Figure 35.

![Diagram of sensor coils on PCB with force applied](image)

Figure 35. Extremely Strong Force Causing Teeter Totter Effect

The teeter totter effect can be eliminated if the standoff or spacer is constructed together with the metal surface. An example of this may be to use a single sheet of metal and mill out the metal underneath the button to create a recessed area that provides room for deflection as well as mechanical isolation between channels. For more information on this approach, see the "Mounting Techniques" section of the Inductive Sensing Touch-On-Metal Buttons Design Guide[1].

4.2 Measured Noise

The noise level of an inductive touch system determines how accurately the LDC can measure a response due to a button press. Therefore, to give the designer the most flexibility on mechanical and system level constraints, the noise level should be optimized. The noise level can be reduced in a number of ways including increasing the RCOUNT setting of the LDC1614 or by providing a stable reference clock oscillator to the CLKIN pin of the LDC1614.

4.2.1 Effect of RCOUNT on Noise

By increasing the RCOUNT setting, the conversion time is increased, which effectively allows the LDC1614 to take a longer and more accurate measurement[4]. Typically, the maximum RCOUNT setting is dictated by the desired sample rate. The TIDA-01102 uses a 1-ms conversion time per channel, which means the maximum RCOUNT setting is 09C3.
4.2.2 Effect of Reference Clock Quality on Noise

By providing a frequency-stable external oscillator, the LDC1614 can minimize the low frequency drift of the reference oscillator, which shows up as noise from measurement to measurement. The LDC1614 also has an internal oscillator that can be used in cost-sensitive systems at the tradeoff of increased noise. Figure 36 shows the noise level of a fully assembled TIDA-01102 design measured over one minute using the internal oscillator and an RCOUNT setting of 09C3. The measured noise standard deviation ($\sigma_{\text{noise}}$) is on average about 477 codes across all channels.

Figure 36. Noise Level Recorded Over 1 Minute With Internal Reference Clock

Figure 37 shows the same measurement but with a 40-MHz external oscillator with a 50-ppm frequency stability, which is included on the BOM (see Section 5.2). The measured noise standard deviation ($\sigma_{\text{noise}}$) is on average about 214 codes across all channels. The effect of using an external oscillator has improved the noise level by a factor of 2.2 times.

Figure 37. Noise Level Recorded Over 1 Minute With External Reference Clock
4.3 **Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)**

A very important factor in determining a reliable threshold setting is how large the button press signal is compared to the system noise. This concept is known as SNR. The SNR is dependent on many system level factors including the sensor characteristics, device settings, measurement time, reference oscillator quality, proximity to metal, and so on. Therefore, it is important to measure the SNR with a fully assembled system. From Section 4.2.2, the $\sigma_{\text{noise}}$ of the TIDA-01102 is measured to be 214 across all channels. To account for worst case noise (peak noise), a $6 \times \sigma_{\text{noise}}$ noise level is considered. This means that the button detection threshold setting should not be set lower than 1,284 for this TI Design. Typically, a value that is 10× greater than $6 \times \sigma_{\text{noise}}$ is chosen to ensure system robustness, which occurs for an output code of 12,840.

It is also important to record the response across all channels to see if calibration is required. Figure 38 shows the response on all channels for a button force of 2 N.

![Figure 38. Time Domain TIDA-1102 Response With 2-N Force Applied to Each Button Twice](image)

This test was repeated for several forces to gather the force versus average output code response for all channels, as shown in Figure 39 along with the peak noise level.

![Figure 39. Code Change versus Force](image)

The minimum detectable force occurs at the crossing point of the peak noise level of 1284 at a force level of 0.25 N. For system robustness, a threshold setting of 12,840 is chosen for the TIDA-01102 which is 10× the peak noise and occurs at a force level of 1.6 N.
The SNR is simply the output code response for a given force over the peak noise. SNR can be expressed in decibels (dB) with Equation 3:

\[
\text{SNR} = 20 \times \log_{10} \left( \frac{\Delta \text{Code}}{6 \times \sigma_{\text{noise}}} \right)
\]

(3)

Where:
- SNR is calculated the signal-to-noise ratio
- \(\Delta \text{Code}\) is the measured delta in codes between the raw data and the baseline
- \(\sigma_{\text{noise}}\) is the standard deviation of the measured noise

Figure 40 shows the SNR response of the system and the threshold setting at 10 occurring at 1.6 N of force.

![Figure 40. SNR in dB versus Force](image)

4.4 Output Response versus Button Press Location

The location of the button press relative to the center of the button has an impact on how much code change is seen at the output. During this testing, the location of the button press was varied with respect to the radius of the button as shown in Figure 41.

![Figure 41. Sweep Location of Button Press](image)
Figure 42 shows the corresponding output in processed codes for a fixed force as it is swept along the path. The maximum response is seen when the button is pressed directly in the center and has a reduced response near the edges.

![Output Code versus Button Press Location](image)

**Figure 42. Output Code versus Button Press Location**

### 4.5 EMI Radiated Test Report (CISPR 22)

This TIDA-01102 reference design was submitted to EMI radiated emissions testing according to the CISPR 22 standard. The test setup included an antenna to scan for radiated emissions from 30 MHz to 1 GHz. The antenna can rotate 90 degrees to check both the electric field and magnetic field emissions. Additionally, the TIDA-01102 was rotated 360 degrees to ensure that all orientations were covered. A photo of the test setup is shown in Figure 43.

![EMI Setup for CISPR22 Emissions Testing](image)

**Figure 43. EMI Setup for CISPR22 Emissions Testing**
The test conditions are called out in Figure 44.

![Figure 44. EMI Radiated Emissions Test Conditions](image1)

Figure 45 shows the output spectrum of the TIDA-01102 in the vertical antenna position.

![Figure 45. TIDA-01102 CISPR 22 Results for Vertical Orientation](image2)
4.6 **EMI Susceptibility Test Report (CISPR 24)**

This TIDA-01102 reference design was submitted to EMI susceptibility testing according to the CISPR 24 standard. The test setup included an antenna to radiate frequencies from 80 MHz to 1 GHz at a level of 3 V/m. The antenna can rotate 90 degrees to check both the electric field and magnetic field susceptibility. Additionally, the TIDA-01102 was rotated 360 degrees to ensure that all orientations were covered. The TIDA-01102 was connected to a computer to log the raw data output to examine the EMI susceptibility. A photo of the test setup is shown in Figure 47.
During all phases of the testing, the TIDA-01102 was fully powered and recording data. The worst case results are shown in Figure 48. Note that the threshold to trigger a button press in this setup is set to 12,000.

This testing shows that the TIDA-01102 design passes CISPR susceptibility for all frequencies 80 MHz to 1 GHz with over 11,000 codes of margin.
5 **Design Files**

5.1 **Schematics**
To download the schematics, see the design files at TIDA-01102.

5.2 **Bill of Materials**
To download the bill of materials (BOM), see the design files at TIDA-01102.

5.3 **PCB Layout Recommendations**

5.3.1 **Layout Prints**
To download the layer plots, see the design files at TIDA-01102.

5.4 **Altium Project**
To download the Altium project files, see the design files at TIDA-01102.

5.5 **Gerber Files**
To download the Gerber files, see the design files at TIDA-01102.

5.6 **Assembly Drawings**
To download the assembly drawings, see the design files at TIDA-01102.

5.7 **Mechanical Design Files**
To download the mechanical design files, see the design files at TIDA-01102.

6 **Software Files**
To download the software files, see the design files at TIDA-01102.

7 **Related Documentation**

5. Texas instruments, *Inductive Sensing Design Calculator Tool* (SLYC137)
7.1 Trademarks

MSP430 is a trademark of Texas Instruments.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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